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GameTrac 1.0 for iPhone: Record, Measure, and Improve Sports Performance
Published on 12/11/09
Iowa based KB Productions today announces GameTrac 1.0, a new sports statistics recording
and analysis app for the iPhone. GameTrac is focused on tracking particular stats for
individuals striving to improve performance. Originally designed for parents interested in
providing their kids a tool for improvement, GameTrac 1.0 is uniquely customizable and
capable of tracking any statistic, in any game, for any player.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, USA - KB Productions today proudly announces the release of GameTrac
1.0, a new sports statistics recording and analysis app for the iPhone. GameTrac is
focused on tracking particular stats for individuals striving to improve performance.
Originally designed for parents interested in providing their kids a tool for improvement,
GameTrac 1.0 is uniquely customizable and capable of tracking any statistic, in any game,
for any player.
In competitive games, there is often someone 'keeping the book.' Such stats are generally
focused on helping teams understand strengths and weaknesses. GameTrac is focused on
tracking particular stats for individuals striving to improve performance. Less
performance conscious users have come to enjoy GameTrac's ability to record game results
and overall seasonal records while completely ignoring its more sophisticated
capabilities. GameTrac can be as simple or complex as desired by each individual user.
Define statistics using points, percentages, successes, distance, time, or any other unit.
GameTrac automatically calculates and compares every match to a player's historic
averages. Simple performance graphs chart and encourage player improvement. Easily share
game updates with those who cannot be present using built-in email, Facebook and Twitter
integration.
GameTrac has been designed with care to be intuitive and easy to use, especially while
watching a game. The interface will be familiar to anyone who has briefly used an iPhone
or iPod Touch, with big buttons that make recording game stats easy. Concentrate on the
game, not on the phone! Create a player profile(s), define the stat(s) you wish to
improve and start tracking, GameTrac will do the rest.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone or iPod Touch 3.0 or later
Pricing and Availability:
GameTrac 1.0 is available immediately for $3.99 (USD), on sale from its regular $5.99
price tag, exclusively at the iTunes App Store. Visit the App Store or the GameTrac
website to see examples of its endless capabilities.
GameTrac 1.0:
http://www.karlbecker.com/gametrac
Download and Purchase:
http://phobos.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=339473777
Screenshot 1:
http://www.karlbecker.com/gametrac/images/gametrac_screen1.png
Screenshot 2:
http://www.karlbecker.com/gametrac/images/gametrac_screen2.png
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App Icon:
http://www.karlbecker.com/gametrac/images/gametrac-icon-large.png

KB Productions is committed to providing great iPhone app solutions by simplifying
everyday tasks with the power of the iPod Touch and iPhone. A developer since the app
store began, KB Productions is the creator of the popular app Car Care, which helps users
eliminate the little notebook in their automobile's glove compartment, and automate the
tedious calculation of fuel economy and important-yet-forgettable scheduled vehicle
maintenance. Copyright (C) 2009 KB Productions. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple
logo, iPhone and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other
countries.
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